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Secreting and sensing the same molecule allows cells to
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Abstract

Cells that secrete and sense the same signaling molecule are ubiquitous. To uncover the functional

capabilities of the core ‘secrete-and-sense’ circuit motif shared by these cells, we engineered yeast

to secrete and sense the mating pheromone. Perturbing each circuit element revealed parameters

that control the degree to which the cell communicated with itself versus with its neighbors. This

tunable interplay of self- and neighbor-communication enables cells to span a diverse repertoire of

cellular behaviors. These include a cell being asocial by responding only to itself, social through

quorum sensing and an isogenic population of cells splitting into social and asocial

subpopulations. A mathematical model explained these behaviors. The versatility of the secrete-

and-sense circuit motif may explain its recurrence across species.

A central goal of systems biology is to understand how various cells use the common small

repertoire of circuit elements to communicate with each other to achieve diverse functions

(1-19). Of particular interest is the class of circuits that are found in cells that simultaneously

secrete and sense the same extracellular molecule (Fig. 1A) because it is ubiquitous across

species. Examples of such cells include (Fig. 1B) bacteria that secrete and sense the

autoinducers for quorum-sensing (20-37), human pancreatic beta cells that secrete and sense

insulin (38-39), vulva precursor cells in C. elegans that secrete and sense the diffusible Delta

(40-44), and human T-cells that secrete and sense the cytokine interleukin-2 (IL-2) to

regulate their growth (45-49). In some cases, a cell that secretes and senses the same

molecule communicates with itself (‘self-communication’) but not with its neighboring

cells, whereas in other cases such a cell communicates with its neighboring cells (‘neighbor-

communication’) but not with itself. Moreover, in some cases, the secrete-and-sense cell

communicates with both itself and with its neighbors (Fig. 1C). The advantages of using

secrete-and-sense circuits have been unclear in many situations. For example, if a cell's

primary purpose is self-communication, then it is unclear why the cell secretes a molecule

instead of relying entirely on intracellular signaling. To address these questions, we
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experimentally explored the full functional capabilities of the secrete-and-sense circuits that

arise from the interaction between self- and neighbor-communication. We sought common

design principles that tie together the seemingly disparate examples of secrete-and-sense

circuits. We used the budding yeast's mating pathway as a model system in which we could

systematically modify the secrete-and-sense circuits to determine what features affect the

degree of self- vs. neighbor-communication. We demonstrate that varying the key

parameters of the secrete-and-sense circuits allows cells to achieve diverse classes of

behaviors, thus suggesting this class of circuits' functional flexibility may explain its

recurrence throughout nature.

Results

Basic secrete-and-sense circuit in yeast

Our model ‘secrete-and-sense system’ is the haploid budding yeast that has been engineered

to secrete and sense the mating pheromone, α–factor (50-60) (Fig. 1D). The cell senses the

α–factor through its membrane receptor Ste2, and responds by expressing the green

fluorescent protein (GFP) through the α–factor responsive promoter pFUS1 (Fig. 1D, and

fig. S1) (51). The cell increases GFP expression as the concentration of the exogenous α–

factor increases. We used a far1Δ strain that did not arrest its cell cycle or mate upon

stimulation by α-factor.

Disentangling effects of self-communication and neighbor-communication

To establish if the cell's response to sensing the molecule that it secreted (self-

communication) could be distinguished from its response to the same molecule that had

been secreted by its neighboring cells (neighbor-communication), we designed an

experiment in which we cultured our secrete-and-sense strain with another strain, called the

‘sense-only’ strain, which senses but does not secrete α–factor (Fig. 2A). The sense-only

strain could only respond to the α-factor secreted by the secrete-and-sense strain. On the

other hand, a secrete-and-sense cell could potentially respond to both the α-factor that it

secreted (self-communication) and the α-factor secreted by the other secrete-and-sense cells

in the same batch liquid culture environment (neighbor-communication). Thus we reasoned

that if we detected any difference between the reporter GFP levels of the secrete-and-sense

strain (referred as ‘cell A’ throughout Fig. 2) and that of the sense-only strain (referred as

‘cell B’ throughout Fig. 2), then we could ascribe such effects to self-communication.

Construction of library of secrete-and-sense strains

We constructed a set of secrete-and-sense strains (Fig. 2B) and a set of sense-only strains

(strain list in table S1). In each secrete-and-sense strain, doxycycline-inducible promoter

pTET07 expressed the MFα1 gene that encodes α–factor (MATa; bar1Δ far1Δ) (Fig. 2B,

and fig. S2). Doxycycline, a small molecule that readily diffused into the cell to control gene

expression through the promoter pTET07 was used to tune the secretion rate of the α–factor.

Increasing concentration of doxycycline caused an increasing expression of the genes under

the control of pTET07. The GFP expression was controlled by the promoter pFUS1 that is

induced by the α-factor (fig. S1) (51). We constructed various secrete-and-sense strains by

varying the promoter that expressed Ste2. For each secrete-and-sense strain, we constructed
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an analogous sense-only strain that lacked the MFα1 gene. Each sense-only strain also

constitutively expressed the fluorescent protein mCherry, which the secrete-and-sense

strains lacked. This allowed us to use a flow cytometer to distinguish the sense-only strains

from the secrete-and-sense strains when they were cultured together.

Experimental demonstration of self-communication

We cultured our ‘basic secrete-and-sense strain’ with its partner ‘basic sense-only strain’.

Both of these ‘basic’ strains had the same endogenous promoter pSTE2 controlling

expression of the Ste2 receptor (fig. S3). We grew these strains together at equal initial cell

densities in 5mL of liquid medium in which we maintained a constant concentration of

doxycycline. We used a flow cytometer to measure each strain's mean single-cell GFP

fluorescence during the time-course. We cultured these strains at various total cell densities

(ODs) and doxycycline concentrations (figs. S4-S7). When both the initial total cell density

and the doxycycline concentration were low (e.g., OD = 0.001, [doxycycline]=6 μg/ml: Fig.

2C - left panel), the mean GFP fluorescence of the basic secrete-and-sense strain (‘Cell A’ in

Fig. 2C - left panel) swiftly increased then plateaued whereas the mean GFP fluorescence of

the basic sense-only strain (‘Cell B’ in Fig. 2C - left panel) stayed at a basal value

throughout the time-course. This shows that each basic secrete-and-sense cell sensed and

responded to the α–factor that it secreted whereas the amount of α–factor shared between

cells (including between any two basic secrete-and-sense cells) was too low to activate the

mating pathway. Thus each basic secrete-and-sense cell self-communicated in this regime of

low cell density and secretion rate. In cultures with the same initial total cell density but with

a higher doxycycline concentration (OD=0.001, [doxycycline]=30 μg/ml: Fig. 2C - right

panel), the basic secrete-and-sense strain's GFP fluorescence again swiftly increased to a

higher plateau than it did in the culture with the lower production of α–factor (i.e., compare

‘Cell A’ in both panels of Fig. 2C). GFP fluorescence of the basic sense-only strain also

increased over time, albeit more slowly than that of the basic secrete-and-sense strain. Thus

increasing the signal secretion rate increased the degree of neighbor-communication

(including between different secrete-and-sense cells). The large discrepancy between the

amounts of GFP fluorescence of the two strains indicates that each basic secrete-and-sense

cell, in addition to communicating with its neighbors, also self-communicates by sensing

and responding to the higher concentration of its own secreted α–factor. If there were no

self-communication, both strains would have the same GFP fluorescence.

We examine cultures of the two basic strains at a 100-fold higher total cell density (OD=0.1

- Fig. 2D). In the high cell density co-culture with a low doxycycline concentration

([doxycycline]= 6 μg/ml: Fig. 2D - left panel), the basic sense-only strain's GFP

fluorescence increased faster and to higher values than it did in the co-culture with the same

doxycycline concentration but with the lower cell density (i.e., compared to ‘cell B’ in Fig.

2C - left panel). Thus the greater cell density caused the degree of neighbor-communication

to increase. The change in cell density did not affect the basic secrete-and-sense strain's self-

communication because the cell density does not affect its secretion rate of α–factor per cell,

which is the main determinant of the degree of self-communication for the basic secrete-

and-sense strain. In cultures with a high total cell density and a high secretion rate (OD=0.1,

[doxycycline]= 30 μg/ml, Fig. 2D - right panel), there was virtually no difference in GFP
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fluorescence between the two strains. Hence in these cultures, neighbor-communication was

dominant.

Taken together, our co-culture experiments (Fig. 2, C and D) emphasize that self-

communication and neighbor-communication, despite both using the same signaling

molecule, do not always lead to the same behavior over time in a cell that secretes and

senses the same molecule. In general, the dynamics of the cell's response to a signal depends

not just on the type of the signaling molecule being sensed, but also on how the

concentration of that molecule changes over time, and distinct dynamics of the same

signaling pathway over time can lead to distinct cell fates (17). We developed a

mathematical model that showed that the secrete-and-sense cell's response to self- and

neighbor-communication yield distinct dynamical responses due to the fact that the two

modes of communication involve different time scales (61). Our model also explains the

main features of our culture experiments and quantifies the degree of self- and neighbor-

communication (61).

High receptor expression and secretion rate enhance self-communication

We examined how varying the amount of the α-factor receptor, Ste2, affected the degrees of

self-communication and of neighbor-communication. To do so, we repeated above

experiments with strains that varied in the amount of Ste2 expressed (Fig. 2B, strains in

table S1). In each pair, the secrete-and-sense and the sense-only strains used the same

constitutive promoter to express Ste2 (figs. S8-S9). We cultured each pairs of strains as low

cell density cultures (OD=0.001, Fig. 2E), as high cell density cultures (OD=0.1, Fig. 2F),

and in a wide range of doxycycline concentrations. We used a flow cytometer to measure

the mean single-cell GFP fluorescence of each strain after culturing each pair of strains for

five hours in doxycycline together. By subtracting the mean single cell GFP fluorescence of

the sense-only strain (‘Cell B’) from that of the secrete-and-sense strain (‘Cell A’), for each

of the 7 pairs of strains in 11 different concentrations of doxycycline, we obtained ‘heat

maps’ for low cell density (OD=0.001 for both strains: Fig. 2E) and high cell density

(OD=0.1 for both strains: Fig. 2F) cultures. The color of each pixel in the heat maps (out of

7×11 pixels) represents the difference in the mean single cell GFP fluorescence of the two

strains for each culture condition.

The heat map for low cell density (Fig. 2E) showed combinations of receptor abundance and

secretion rate that enabled the secrete-and-sense cells to self-communicate, and those that

did not allow for self-communication. Specifically, in the region of the heat map defined by

high secretion rates ([doxycycline]>0.6 μg/ml) and high receptor expression values (top

right quadrant of Fig. 2E), secrete-and-sense cells had higher GFP fluorescence than their

counterpart sense-only cells whose GFP fluorescence remained near basal values (61). This

indicates that a secrete-and-sense cell with a high secretion rate and a high receptor

expression is ‘asocial’ cell that self-communicates by efficiently capturing its own α-factor

due to its highly abundant receptors. The secrete-and-sense cells with high secretion rates

([doxycycline] > 0.6 μg/ml) and lower range of receptor expression values (lower right

quadrant of the heat map in Fig. 2E) had nearly the same GFP fluorescence values as their

counterpart sense-only cells. This indicates that a secrete-and-sense cell with a low receptor
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expression and high secretion rate is a ‘social’ cell that is unable self-communicate because

its receptor abundance is too low to capture its own α–factor for activating its mating

pathway, but is ideal for communicating with its neighbors due to its high secretion rate

(61). The secrete-and-sense cells with low secretion rate ([doxycycline] < 0.6 μg/ml: the left

half of heat map in Fig. 2E), including those with high receptor abundances, had nearly

same GFP fluorescence as their counterpart sense-only cells. This indicates that these

secrete-and-sense cells cannot self-communicate because they do not secrete enough α-

factor, leading to negligible self and neighbor communication in low cell density. The heat

map for high cell density (Fig. 2F) showed that secrete-and-sense cells and sense-only cells

had nearly identical GFP fluorescence at all secretion rate and receptor expression values.

This indicates that increasing the density of secrete-and-sense cells increases the neighbor-

communication due to the increased total population-level secretion of α-factor.

Positive feedback on self- and neighbor-communication enables binary cell fates

We next examined how the secrete-and-sense cell's degree of sociability could be further

modulated by two regulatory mechanisms that are ubiquitous in naturally occurring secrete-

and-sense circuits: Positive feedback link (detection of the molecule leads to increased

secretion of the molecule) (62-64) and active degradation of the signaling molecule (e.g.,

secretion of a protease) (20).

We first investigated the influence of self- and neighbor-communication on the positive

feedback link. To the basic secrete-and-sense circuit (used in Fig. 2, B and C), we added a

positive feedback link (highlighted in blue, Fig. 3A) in which production of α-factor was

induced by the mating pathway by linking the rtTA expression by the promoter pFUS1 and

having the promoter pTET07 expressing MFα1. We engineered this synthetic positive

feedback link so that its strength could be tuned by increasing the doxycycline concentration

(fig. S10). We cultured this positive feedback equipped secrete-and-sense strain by itself in a

wide range of doxycycline concentrations and at various cell densities. For each condition,

we used a flow cytometer to obtain the histograms of mean single-cell GFP fluorescence at

various time points (Fig. 3, B and C, figs. S11 and S12). When the cell density was low

(OD=0.001) and the positive feedback was weak (e.g., [doxycycline]= 3 μg/ml), this strain's

GFP fluorescence remained at basal values throughout the time-course (Fig. 3B - left

column). This corresponds to an ‘OFF-state’ in which the cell secretes the α-factor at a low

basal rate (indicated by its low basal GFP fluorescence). When positive feedback was strong

in cultures of low cell density (e.g., [doxycycline] = 40 μg/ml, Fig. 3B - right column) cells,

which were initially in the OFF-state, increased their signal response over time

(corresponding to increasing its signal secretion rate) and after 8 hours, reached a maximally

allowed response - the ‘ON-state’ - in which cells secreted α-factor at the maximal possible

rate (Fig. 3B - right column and fig. S11). Thus positive feedback enabled the initially

quiescent secrete-and-sense cell to be ‘activated’ to become maximally secreting cells. This

behavior occurs in many natural secrete-and-sense cells with a similar positive feedback link

(e.g., cytokine signaling in T-cells) (47, 48, 62, 63, 65-68).

At a high cell density (OD=0.1), if the positive feedback was weak (e.g., [doxycycline] = 3

μg/ml, Fig. 3C - left column) the cells activated whereas they remained in the OFF-state in
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cultures of lower cell density with the same doxycycline concentration (Fig. 3B - left

column) (fig. S12). This indicates that increased neighbor-communication, through the

population's collective amplification of the basal level secretion from each cell, probably

accounts for this activation (Fig. 3C - left column).

To address whether these activation properties were due to self-communication or neighbor-

communication, we incubated the positive feedback-equipped basic secrete-and-sense strain

(Fig. 3A) with the analogous sense-only strain (characterized in fig. S10) under various

doxycycline and cell density conditions (fig. S13). At low total cell density (OD=0.001), the

sense-only strain's GFP fluorescence remained at the basal values during the activation of

the secrete-and-sense strain at all doxycycline concentrations. Thus self-communication,

through a cell's small rate of basal secretion, accounts for the ‘self-activation’ at this low cell

density (fig. S13). At a high total cell density (OD=0.1), the sense-only strain's GFP signal

increased at the same time as the secrete-and-sense cells were being activated, indicating

that neighbor-communication caused the activation (fig. S13). Thus at sufficiently high

density, secrete-and-sense cells with positive feedback collectively amplify each cell's basal

secretion of α-factor, leading to a ‘neighbor-activation’.

To summarize, self-activation can occur without any neighbor-communication whereas

neighbor-activation can occur in regimes where self-communication is insufficient for self-

activation of the secrete-and-sense cells with the positive feedback link. Neighbor-

communication strengthens the positive feedback, enabling even a very weak positive

feedback secrete-and-sense circuit to behave as if it had a strong positive feedback. Self-

communication, through sufficiently strong positive feedback, enables the secrete-and-sense

cells with a very low secretion rate to self-activate so that they can communicate with their

neighbors. The interplay between self- and neighbor-communication creates the overall

population level behavior, in which all cells activate in near unison (Fig. 3D) (61). Our work

shows that understanding this collective behavior of the secrete-and-sense circuit with the

positive feedback link requires knowing the properties of both the intracellular circuit and

the communication between the secrete-and-sense cells.

Signal degradation with positive feedback enables bimodal cellular differentiation

We also examined the effects of an active signal-degradation mechanism in secrete-and-

sense circuits. We engineered our positive feedback-equipped basic secrete-and-sense strain

to express the Bar1 protease (50, 52-54), which degrades α-factor in the periplasmic space

of the yeast cell (Fig. 4A). We constructed a set of such strains, each with a different

constitutive promoter that controls the Bar1 expression (strength of promoters shown in fig.

S8, figs. S14 and S15).

A strain that had a weak constitutive expression level of Bar1 (Fig. 4, B and C, fig. S15) was

incubated by itself at low (OD=0.001) or high (OD=0.1) cell density and in various

concentrations of doxycycline. When its positive feedback was weak (e.g., [doxycycline] =

6 μg/ml), the strain remained in the OFF-state in the low cell density culture (Fig. 4B - left

column) and was activated at high cell density (Fig. 4C - left column). Increasing expression

of Bar1 decreased the rate at which activation occurred (fig. S15). When positive feedback

was sufficiently strong (e.g., [doxycycline]=20 μg/ml), for the low (Fig. 4B -right column)
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and high (Fig. 4C - right column) cell densities, a transient mixture of OFF-state and ON-

state cells was observed in the isogenic culture. In this bimodal population, consisting of

isogenic cells that were all initially in the OFF-state, all the cells in the OFF-state were

eventually activated to the ON-state (fig. S15). At high cell density (OD=0.1), the cells were

activated faster (Fig. 4C - right column), consistent with our finding that increasing the

degree of neighbor-communication increased the rate at which the secrete-and-sense cells

could be activated.

By examining the individual time-courses for all our strains with Bar1 expression (fig. S14

and S15), we obtained a phase diagram that summarizes how the population level behaviors

depend on the positive feedback strength and the Bar1 abundance (Fig. 4D). From our

mathematical model (61) we obtained an intuitive explanation of this phase diagram. When

the cells express very high amounts of Bar1, no activation (self or neighbor) can occur

because the high activity of Bar1 degrades the basally secreted α-factor produced by each

cell. When the cell density is low, the secrete-and-sense cells rely on self-communication for

their activation. If in the low cell density cultures, the secrete-and-sense cells express a low

amount of Bar1 and use a strong positive feedback link, then they will self-activate in a

digital (ON or OFF) manner, which manifests as a bimodal population of quiescent and

maximally secreting cells (Fig. 4E). This results from cell-to-cell variability in the threshold

for activation (i.e., the amount of α–factor required for activation). At a sufficiently high cell

density, neighbor-activation dominates and because every cell essentially senses the same

concentrations of α–factors produced by collective basal secretion, the bimodal activation

can disappear (as cell-to-cell variability becomes less relevant) and cells can activate

together in a graded fashion (61). Without the positive feedback, signal degradation's role is

weakening the secreted signal. But when coupled with positive feedback, signal degradation

has important effects on the population level behaviors of secrete-and-sense circuits that

reach beyond just weakening of the secreted signal. This may suggest why signal

degradation mechanisms are often present in conjunction with positive feedback links in

naturally occurring secrete-and-sense circuits. Bar1, coupled with positive feedback, enables

a secrete-and-sense cell to delay its response to signal and a population to ‘hedge its bets’ by

responding in two distinct ways (i.e., bimodal activation, Fig. 4E) by tuning the threshold for

activation. Moreover, cells can suppress self-activation while only allowing neighbor-

activation.

Intuitive phenomenological model

We developed a simple mathematical model that ties together various roles of self- and

neighbor-communication (61). Its central idea is that self-communication competes with

neighbor-communication since they both use the same molecule and receptor. A secrete-

and-sense cell can build a locally high concentration of α-factor that it secreted. In low cell

densities, this occurs faster than the rate at which the concentration far from the secrete-and-

sense cell (the ‘global concentration’) changes. Sensing of the locally high α–factor

concentration leads to the fast increases in the secrete-and-sense cell's response (‘self-

communication’ in Fig. 5A, and fig. S16) whereas the slowly changing global concentration

of the α-factor leads to a slow response in sense-only cells at low cell density (‘neighbor-

communication’ in Fig. 5A, and figs. S17-S19) (61). Paradoxically, self-communication in
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effect insulates a secrete-and-sense cell from responding to the α–factor that is secreted by

the other secrete-and-sense cells. Our model quantifies and summarizes the degree of self-

and neighbor-communication in a phase diagram these key features (Fig. 5B) (61). It also

aids in understanding the competition between the positive feedback and the effects of the

active signal degradation (figs. S20-S23) (61). Our simple model thus provides an intuitive

explanation of the main principles underlying the results our experiments.

Discussion

Translating knowledge from synthetic to natural systems

By integrating simple mathematical models, measurements on single cells and whole

populations, and a bottom-up synthetic biology approach, we revealed a diverse repertoire of

biological functions that secrete-and-sense cells can achieve. Crucially, this integrated

approach uncovered design principles that enable the circuit to tune the balance between

self- and neighbor-communication among cells – a crucial mechanism for achieving myriad

cellular behaviors and an important general issue in biology. Our work provides a

framework for designing synthetic secrete-and-sense circuits and better understanding the

diverse behaviors of seemingly disparate natural secrete-and-sense cells (Table 1). For

example, bacterial quorum sensing - a purely ‘social’ behavior (Fig. 5C) - relies on the low

secretion rate of an autoinducer and the low expression level of a low-affinity receptor to

prohibit self-communication and allow only neighbor-communication (27, 31, 33, 69).

Epithelial cells predominantly self-communicate through a signaling loop, commonly

referred to as ‘autocrine signaling loop’ (38-49, 70-74), by expressing large amount of EGF-

receptor and secreting epidermal growth factor (EGF), which the receptor recognizes, at

sufficiently high rates (73) - a purely ‘asocial’ behavior (Fig. 5C).

‘Self-activation’ (Fig. 5C) occurs in T helper (Th) cells when they use positive feedback on

the cytokine interleukin-2 (IL-2) that they secrete and sense to sharply increase their

proliferation rate in a switch-like fashion. Specifically, Th cells increase both the expression

of high-affinity IL-2 receptor and secretion rate of IL-2, which enhances their self-

communication through IL-2 that enables them to turn on their proliferation switch. This

promotes a monoclonal expansion of cells within an initially polyclonal population of T-

cells, despite the fact that all cells in the population have the same underlying network for

processing IL-2 signal (45-48, 62).

Importantly, aside from known cellular behaviors, our work suggests that simultaneous self-

and neighbor-communication may be a crucial mechanism to consider for interpreting

behaviors of secrete-and-sense cells that are currently poorly understood. In particularly,

there are numerous examples of poorly understood cytokine-mediated decisions in

immunology and developmental biology. For example, recent studies have revealed that

naive Th cells can realize a tunable hybrid of the two Th cell states: Th1 and Th2, which is

controlled by secreting and sensing cytokines interferon-γ and interleukin-4 (75, 76). Self-

and neighbor-communication through these cytokines have both been implicated as the main

factors that determine the distribution of the hybrid cell fates in the population but the details

are unknown. Our work suggests that the simultaneous self- and neighbor-communication in

these T cells may be understood by measuring the cell density and individual T cell's
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receptor expression and secretion rate through single-cell measurement techniques. In the

cells of developing embryos, secreting and sensing hedgehog signaling molecules such as

the Sonic Hedgehog (Shh) are crucial for cell fate specification, including in the embryos of

fruit flies, mice, and humans (77). Although it is known that these cells use combinations of

autocrine and paracrine signaling of hedgehog signaling molecules for proper cell-fate

specification, the difference in the dynamics of individual cells' response to the same

signaling molecule determined by self- and neighbor-communication has not received much

attention. Insights provided by recent studies on quantitative single-cell dynamics in

developing embryos indicate that the different time scales of individual cell's response, such

as those that would be generated by self- and neighbor-communication through the same

molecule, is central for a reliable and timely developmental patterning that is reproducible

between individuals (78-83). This is especially true in spatially organized cells – an

important scenario that our work did not address. Our work suggests that in addition to

identifying the signaling pathways, the approaches we use to distinguish whether a pathway

is self- or neighbor-activated is crucial to understand developmental process of animals.

In engineering secrete-and-sense cells, our work shows that it is possible to design microbes

that can achieve ‘diffusion sensing’ (84), a hypothetical mechanism for self-communication

in bacteria akin to mammalian autocrine signaling (70), which was proposed but lacked a

clear demonstration. Our work suggests that by increasing the receptor expression of

bacteria that sense a quorum, they can be converted to diffuse-sense, which may be useful in

bio-production applications. Such cells may integrate self-and quorum-sensing to make

sophisticated and autonomous decisions about optimal switching times between growth and

bio-fuel production phases. Indeed some of the yeast strains engineered in our study may be

useful for large scale bio-fermentation, in which adding external inducer molecules is

prohibitively expensive. Moreover, the ability to tune self- vs. neighbor-communication in

multicellular microbial systems, such as the social amoebae Dictyostelium discoideum or

biofilms, may provide a way to better understand the advantages of cooperative vs. self-

driven behaviors (20-25, 85, 86).

Evolution appears to favor efficient circuits and signaling elements that can accomplish

many different tasks (13, 14). The diverse social behaviors that are enabled by the functional

flexibility of the secrete-and-sense circuits (Fig. 5C) may explain the frequent occurrence of

this class of circuits' in nature.

Dissecting multicellular behaviors through bottom-up synthetic biology approach

Beyond understanding secrete-and-sense circuits, our approach may be generalized to reveal

how cells use fundamental cell signaling circuits to achieve complex multicellular

behaviors. Synthetic cell-signaling circuits, including some capable of quorum sensing, have

often been used to demonstrate targeted cellular behaviors and engineering goals (e.g.,

cellular logic gates) (3, 28, 33, 34, 37, 87-94). Our work highlights alternate use of synthetic

circuits - For exploring their full capabilities and understanding them in a framework that

unites natural and synthetic systems that share the same circuit motif (95-97). While only a

handful of canonical signaling pathways and circuit motifs are repeatedly used across

species, how they produce multicellular organisms and their behaviors is poorly understood
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at a systems-level (98). By building synthetic signaling circuits that mimic the natural

signaling circuits, one can perturb each circuit element in individual cells, measure its

effects on intracellular and intercellular interactions, and then bridge these interactions to the

whole population level behavior. Doing so may help us understand how the myriad

interactions from molecules to cells are coordinated to yield higher-order complex

multicellular behaviors (2).
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Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Fig. 1. Synthetic secrete-and-sense circuit motif in yeast
(A) Cells that secrete a signaling molecule without sensing (top), cells that sense a molecule

without secreting (middle), and cells that secrete and sense the same signaling molecule

(bottom). (B) Examples of ‘secrete-and-sense’ cells in nature: bacteria secrete and sense an

autoinducer for sensing a quorum, human pancreatic beta-cells secrete and sense insulin,

human T cells secrete and sense the cytokine interleukin-2 to control their proliferation, and

the vulva precursor cells in C. elegans secrete and sense the diffusible Delta for specifying

their cell-fates. (C) Schematic of self-communication and neighbor-communication between

two identical secrete-and-sense cells. (D) Schematic of synthetic secrete-and-sense system:

haploid budding yeast (yellow box) engineered to secrete and sense α-factor (orange circle).

GFP fluorescence is a read-out of the concentration of α-factor sensed by the cell.
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Fig. 2. Varying receptor abundance and secretion rate to tune degrees of self- and neighbor-
communication
(A) Secrete-and-sense strain (‘Cell A’) and sense-only strain (‘Cell B’) were cultured

together for all experiments in this figure. (B) Each secrete-and-sense strain used a different

promoter Pvaried to express STE2 but all used the pTET07 to express MFα1. For each

secrete-and-sense strain, a matching sense-only strain with the same Ste2 abundance was

constructed. (C-D) Equal densities of ‘basic secrete-and-sense strain’ and ‘basic sense-only

strain’ were cultured together for two representative doxycycline concentrations:

[doxycycline] = 6 μg/ml (‘low secretion rate’) and 30 μg/ml (‘high secretion rate’), and at

two total cell densities: (C) low (OD = 0.001) and (D) high (OD = 0.1). Each strain's single-

cell GFP fluorescence at various time points are shown. Error bars: SEM, N=3. (E-F) Each

secrete-and-sense strain (‘Cell A’) was cultured with its partner sense-only strain (‘Cell B’)

(i.e., Ste2 expressed by the same promoter in both strains). 7 such pairs of strains were
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cultured for five hours in 11 different concentrations of doxycycline (table S1, fig. S8),

yielding heat maps with 7×11 pixels for (E) low (OD=0.001) and (F) high (OD=0.1) cell

densities. Each pixel represents the difference between the GFP fluorescence of Cell A and

of Cell B at the end of the time course (subtracting GFP fluorescence of Cell B from that of

Cell A, averaged from three independent experiments).
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Fig. 3. Effects of self- and neighbor-communication on positive feedback linking secretion with
sensing
(A) Basic secrete-and-sense circuit modified by a positive feedback link (highlighted in

blue). (B-C) Representative histograms showing the single-cell GFP fluorescence level of

the basic secrete-and-sense strain with the positive feedback link obtained by a flow

cytometer. This strain was cultured by itself at two different initial cell densities ((B) low

cell density (OD=0.001), (C) high cell density (OD=0.1)) and in two representative

concentrations of doxycycline ([doxycycline] = 3 μg/ml: weak positive feedback, and

[doxycycline] = 40 μg/ml: strong positive feedback). Blue histograms: beginning of the

time-course (0 hour) and red histograms (8 hours into the time course) (full data sets in figs.

S11 and S12). Under each panel, the corresponding type of activation behavior is

mentioned. (D) Main population-level behavior: Activation of all cells in near unison.
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Fig. 4. Effects of self- and neighbor-communication on positive feedback with signal degradation
(A) Basic secrete-and-sense circuit with positive feedback link (blue highlight) and the Bar1

protease (grey). Six different strains of this type were constructed, each with a different

constitutive promoter Pvaried controlling expression of BAR1. (B-C) An example strain (with

pCYC1-BAR1) cultured by itself at two different initial cell densities ((E) low cell density

(OD=0.001), (F) high cell density (OD=0.1) and in two representative doxycycline

concentrations ([doxycycline]= 6 μg/ml (weak positive feedback), and 20 μg/ml (strong

positive feedback)). Representative histograms showing the single-cell GFP fluorescence

levels of this strain are plotted at two different time points (blue and red histograms). Under

each panel, the corresponding type of activation behavior is mentioned (figs. S14 and S15).

(D) Phase diagrams from analyzing each time-course for the seven secrete-and-sense strains,

each with different amounts of Bar1 (including none, Fig. 3) and positive feedback strengths
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at low (OD=0.001) and high (OD=0.1) cell density cultures (summarizes fig. S11, S12, S14,

and S15). (E) Main population-level behavior: Bifurcation of an isogenic population into

subpopulations of quiescent and maximally secreting cells.
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Fig. 5. A simple mathematical model provides intuition
(A-B) A phenomenological model provides qualitative insights underlying the main features

of the secrete-and-sense circuit revealed by our experiments (61). (A) Model explains the

individual cellular response of a secrete-and-sense cell that self-communicates (red curve)

and of a sense-only cell at a low cell density (blue curve) and at a higher cell density (green

curve). These curves are analogous to those seen in Fig. 2, C and D. (B) Model summarizes

self- and neighbor-communication in a phase diagram representing the ‘degree of

sociability’ (defined in Supplementary Text (61)). (C) Summary of the main behavioral

classes spanned by the secrete-and-sense circuit motif.
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Table 1
Design table for engineering secrete-and-sense cells with desired biological functions
motivated by our synthetic secrete-and-sense circuit

Examples of biological functions of secrete-and-sense cells that can be understood and engineered based on

the design principles revealed by our synthetic circuit.

Desired biological function Possible circuit parameters for realizing
desired biological function

Mode of
communication
used (Neighbor /
Self)

Class of behavior (Fig. 5C)

Quorum sensing • Low receptorabundance

• Weak positivefeedback

Neighbor • Purely social

Monoclonal expansion of cells in a
polyclonal culture due to sensing of
self-secreted cytokines

• High receptor abundance and
high secretion rate

• Strong positive feedback

Self • Purely asocial

• Self-activation

• Timed-activation

Creating two functionally distinct
cell states

• Moderate to strong positive
feedback

Self and neighbor • Self-activation

• Neighbor-activation

• Timed-activation

Differentiating an isogenic
population into two populations of
functionally distinct cells that
coexist with a defined ratio

• Moderate positive feedback with
low signal degradation

• Strong positive feedback with
moderate signal degradation

Self and neighbor • Bimodal activation

• Self-activation

• Neighbor-activation

• Timed-activation
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